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Mr.
caner0
see_me on Mmrch 14, 1988,
Mr. G was at Haclean Hospital in June/July of 1987. He mentioned to a nurse
that he would Ike to talk to scrae one. Him Donovan, a pastoral associate,
suggested Father Stanley, who came to see_him. After a goo_ coversation in
which Tom trusted Ft. S., T. made a passign reference to sadomasochism.
Immediately Father Stanley began to zero in on the subject, describing very
graphically ar_ in much detail a particular incident. T.thoux/ht he was trying
to get him to accept:the idea. T. thought hew as coming on to h'un. Trenendous
sexual energy in the room. Then S. %rant on to scmcmething else. At that point,
T. clammed up and just wanted S. to get out of the roan. It had terribie effect
on him.
"*
iHefore S. left, he told another Story about confidentiality, with obvious
intent of encouraginx/T. to say notching about the incident.

He also mentioned i:hto nurse on the floor. Also mentiohed it to floor
/-_

"coordinator. He also was goingt 0 write the hospital.

nally he.told: ;'C is

referred

him to me.

-Under
delusional

K nan, :who-referred

to

me, T. said that he was not takinc
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s, was not

I told T. that 1%r_uld speak to S. but that if S. denied it, there really was
not much that could he done, since there was no possibility of proof to support
the allegation. I (lid say that he should feel free to report the situation to
the Nmclean Hospital, if he did not feel that _ had har_!ed matter
adequately, iLL
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March 18, 1988
I Spoke to Father Shan!eyo He became irate at first, questioning why the matter
should be brought up at all. After he calmed do%n, he indicated that he
r_neahered the person and the incident, but did not remerfoer anything in the
conversation, especially on the subject that T. mentioned.
Father S_nan!ey_s

_ndering

if-it was Larry Kessler trying to get even with

hh.
I suggested that if he %_re to sFeak to T. he should rer_=?_er that T. is still
a very fragile _erson.
M_rch 19, 1988
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I telephoned T. and told him that Fr_. S. had denied the allegation, and that
there really _s nothing I could do_
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